T he human retinal vasculature is the only directly accessible microvasculature and conveys important information on the health of the circulation. 1, 2 Many reports of studies have indicated that retinal vessel caliber is associated with an increased risk of systemic outcomes, such as cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes, and obesity. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] However, in most studies to date, limited measures have been examined, such as retinal vessel caliber in a small, defined region around the optic disc, which may not adequately reflect changes in the peripheral retinal vessels or alterations in vascular branching patterns. As the retinal vasculature exhibits fractal-like structural characteristics such as self similarity, fractal analysis may offer a more natural and complete description of retinal vessel structure and geometry. 10 -12 Methods of calculating the fractal dimension (D f ) of the retinal vasculature have generally relied on manual tracing of the retinal vessels to produce a skeletonized binary image from which the fractal dimension is calculated. Such methods are slow and prone to subjective error between graders. We have developed a new software program, International Retinal Imaging System-Fractal (IRIS-Fractal) that speeds this process by automating vessel segmentation. The automation of this step greatly increases the number of images that can be graded in a given time and results in minimal between-grader differences. 13 Our preliminary results indicate that change in D f may be a sensitive indicator of retinal vascular damage from ocular and systemic disease processes such as diabetic retinopathy 14 (increased D f ) and elevated blood pressure (decreased D f ). 13 Thus, the D f may be a marker of subtle changes in retinal vascular architecture, and its measurement from fundus photographs may be a rapid, noninvasive test for detection of early vascular disease. However, to maximize the clinical utility, we require an understanding of how variations in retinal image parameters influence the measurement of D f .
Successful segmentation of a retinal image requires IRISFractal to accurately distinguish vessel from nonvessel characteristics under different conditions of brightness, contrast, and image clarity. These image differences can arise from variations in photographic technique, pupil dilation, presence of cataract and other ocular media opacities that can cause blurring of retinal images and the contrast between retinal vessels and pigment density of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). Those who scan film-based images to obtain digital images before processing with IRIS-Fractal may find that the digitization process also imparts variations in regard to image resolution, color (either grayscale or color), and the image formats selected, which may be based on various methods and levels of image compression. In addition, the processing time for each image, which may depend on image file size, is important when grading large image sets for the purpose of screening.
In this study, we used retinal photographs from the Blue Mountains Eye Study, a large, population-based study of eye disease conducted in a defined area west of Sydney, Australia, to assess the effect of these possible limitations on measurement of D f with IRIS-Fractal.
METHODS
We selected a subset of 30 color, positive film photographs of the retina of the right eye, processed as 35-mm slides from the Blue Mountains Eye Study baseline participants, conducted from 1992 to 1994. To examine the effect of variation in image brightness, contrast, and clarity on the segmentation process and thus the final refined fractal dimension measures, we selected the 30 slides to have goodquality (defined as having reasonable image brightness and clarity on visual inspection by the grader and to produce gradable vessel traces, according to protocol), disc-centered images from normotensive subjects who were free of known systemic disease. The 30 selected slides were digitized to produce .tif monochrome (grayscale) images (size ϭ 9.6 Mb, 3888 ϫ 2595 pixels) with a slide scanner (CanoScan FS2710; Canon Corp., Tokyo, Japan). IRIS-Fractal was used to process each image through to the image-cropping stage (Fig. 1) . 13 The cropping of the image involved drawing a circular mask with a radius of 3.5 optic disc radii centered on the optic disc. This process is intended to provide a consistent area of measurement across individuals, while minimizing loss of focus and image artifact at the edge of the photographic field. 13 After they were cropped, the images were saved as a bitmap. Saving the cropped images allowed identical images to be used for each subsequent image set, formed by manipulation of brightness, blur, and contrast. It therefore ensured that an identical area was measured for each image under the various conditions studied. We then performed a series of experiments.
Experiment 1: Image Brightness Variation
The pixel density histogram of each cropped grayscale image was examined (Fig. 2) . As there were no pure white pixels in any of the grayscale images and most of the numerous black pixels in the pixel density histogram were likely to have come from the black border that results from cropping, we examined the substantive middle section of the histogram and recorded the highest and lowest pixel values. From these data, it was determined that a maximum shift of 40-pixel brightness values could be made in both directions, for every image, without information loss. Thus, the position of the histogram, with respect to light and dark, was changed but without altering its shape. Eight brightness-variation image sets (Ϫ40, Ϫ30, Ϫ20, Ϫ10, ϩ10, ϩ20, ϩ30, and ϩ40) were created (Photoshop CS2; Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). These image sets were graded with IRIS-Fractal and compared to the reference set.
Experiment 2: Image Focus Variation
The Lens Blur filter in Photoshop was used to produce three image sets that varied in image clarity (Fig. 3 ). The settings used were "hexagonal iris," with a blur radius of 10, 20, or 30. The images produced were graded and compared with the reference set.
Experiment 3: Image Contrast Variation
A maximum contrast-expansion grayscale image set was obtained, applying a 0.1% clip of the upper and lower pixels in each image (Fig. 4) . This process was completed in Photoshop via the use of the Auto Levels function and standard settings. This setting was chosen over the Auto Contrast function, which ignores the top and bottom 0.5%, to 
Experiment 4: Image Color Variation
We determined whether there was a difference between the D f obtained from color and grayscale images by scanning the original 30 color slides as color .tif images. Both this new color .tif image set and the original grayscale .tif image set were graded according to the standard IRIS-Fractal protocol, and the resulting means were compared. No image manipulation was conducted for this analysis.
Experiment 5: Image Format Variation
Other Assessments Statistical Analysis
P Ͻ 0.05 was considered significant. As statistical significance does not necessarily equal practical or clinical significance, effect sizes were used to describe the magnitude of the differences relative to the standard deviation of the measures from the original images. Effect size was graded as suggested by Cohen, with effects considered to be small at 0.2, moderate at 0.5, and large at 0.8 or greater. 
DISCUSSION
Fractal analysis of retinal vessels may convey valuable information on microvascular structure that is absent from alternative measures such as retinal vessel caliber. 2, 13, 14 To fully use this potential, we examined how variations in retinal image quality may influence the measurement of D f . The simulated degradation levels are comparable with the quality range of images in real life, particularly images taken from older persons who may have various pupil sizes and levels of cataract and other ocular media opacities. In five experiments, we attempted to recreate, via the use of software, the typical variations due either to differences in photographic technique (e.g., amount of flash used, the ability of the photographer to achieve correct focus, and the exposure) or to anatomic and physiological features that may not be related to the structure and complexity of the retinal vasculature (e.g., retinal pigment epithelial cell pigment density, pupil dilation in response to phenylephrine and/or tropicamide, and the presence of cataract or other ocular media opacities).
In this study, we found that variations in image brightness, clarity, and contrast all affected the ability of IRIS-Fractal to accurately segment a digitized image of the retinal vasculature and, thereby, the measurements of D f produced by IRIS-Fractal. D f assessment was thus also sensitive to these image variations. Effect sizes for most of these image variations (contrast expansion, small decrease in image brightness) were low to moderate (Cohen d, 0.21-0.46). Increased blur and decreased brightness both impaired the ability of IRIS-Fractal to accurately segment a retinal image, resulting in spuriously low D f . However, these reductions in measured D f were generally of small magnitude, except for the lowest range of pixel brightness values and greatest amounts of blur (Table 1) . Conversely, an increase in image brightness was not associated with any significant change in the reported D f measures, nor was a small amount of image blurring. Moderately improving contrast improved detection of vessels and measurement of D f by a small but significant amount (D f difference, 0.0028; P ϭ 0.005, d ϭ 0.21), considering that the images studied were all reasonable quality to begin with. The increase in measured D f seen after contrast expansion is not due to the change in brightness of the images, as the median pixel value of the contrast expansion set, 137.3, is within the range of that produced by the brightness increases that we examined and which were found to have no effect. Similarly, the effect on D f caused by the blurring of an image is not related to any change in brightness, as each image-blur set had a median pixel value similar that of to the others and also to the reference set.
We found that IRIS-Fractal produced different measures of D f when analyzing color as opposed to color-scanned-as-grayscale images, with the color image generally giving higher D f . This effect size was large (average D f difference, 0.013; P Ͻ 0.0001, d ϭ 0.95). From manual inspection, color images appeared to generate a more faithful tracing of the retinal vasculature and were thus less susceptible to false negatives (i.e., failure to detect and segment vessels), because the green channel of color images provides the greatest contrast and details of the images. This finding suggests that, preferen- In conclusion, our results suggest that variation in brightness has only a small effect on the ability of IRIS-Fractal to measure D f , provided the lowest ranges of brightness are avoided (i.e., keeping the median pixel value of the cropped images above 90). A small amount of image blurring is also well tolerated by IRIS-Fractal; however, an increase in image blur beyond this relatively small amount was associated with significantly lower D f measures. Moderately increasing contrast has a small but positive impact on the ability of this program to accurately segment images and thereby measure D f . A significant difference was seen in measured D f between color and color-scanned-as-grayscale images, with color images generally providing higher measures of D f . Our study has raised image quality as an issue that may also be applicable to other automated vessel-imaging programs using the same or different segmentation methods. These differences may have to be accounted for when measuring D f of the retinal vasculature and examining associations with ocular and systemic disease. Further work to determine optimal parameters of image brightness, focus, and contrast for measurement of retinal fractals may allow the development of these measurements as novel tests for vascular disease in the eye and elsewhere in the body.
